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Vicepresident  of the International VIP-Loge Folkert Klaasssen  Ph.D. handed over the Award 
 “1.VIP-Business-Hotel in Barcelona” to Subdirector Alberto Depau. Left: Front Office Manager Ramón Sellart. 

 
The Hotel Rey Juan Carlos I was inaugurated by the King and Queen of Spain just a 
few days before the opening of the "1992 Olympic Games" in Barcelona.  
This event took place only 649 days after the groundwork started. It set up the most 
spectacular and efficient Hotel in Spain. Considered worldwide one of the best 35 
Hotels and member of "The Leading Hotels of the World", the Hotel Rey Juan Carlos I 
obtained the "1992-1993 National Architecture Award" and till now (June 2007) “One of 
the Awarded VIP-Business-Hotels worldwide”. 
 

 



There are 24 meeting rooms, designed to provide a wide range of options. Most of them 
receive direct sunlight and can be divided into up to 19 modules. Some of them have ramps 
and allow an easy access to automobiles and all type of equipment. There are also indoor 
and outdoor facilities available for the clients. 
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The Hotel Rey Juan Carlos I is considered as the centre of all industrial, financial and cultural 
events that have been celebrated in Barcelona: launchings of the latest models of leading car 
manufacturers, exclusive fashion shows by some of the most prestigious designers, the best 
known literary prize, the "star night" of sports, the tourism convention, etc. have captured, 
day after day, the attention of both the Barcelona citizens, the international press and the 
guests of the Hotel.  
 
Hotel Rey Juan Carlos I  Avda. Diagonal, 661-671, 08028 Barcelona Spain 
www.hrjuancarlos.com  hotel@hrjuancarlos.com, Telephone 34-93-364 40 40  
Reservations fax 34-93-364 42 32 


